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Town of Bolton 

Planning Commission Report 

for Proposed Town Plan Amendments 

 

ln accordance with 24 VSA §4384(c), the Bolton Planning Commission has prepared and 

approved this written report regarding the proposed amendments to the 2017 Bolton 

Municipal Plan. This report is in accordance with 24 V.S.A. §4441(c) which states:  

"When considering an amendment to a bylaw, the planning commission shall prepare and 

approve a written report on the proposal..." 

 

Brief Explanation and Purpose of the Proposed Amendment: 

The Bolton Planning Commission has proposed land use boundary amendments to the 

“Proposed Land Use” Map in the 2017 Bolton Municipal Plan. The boundary changes would 

adjust and expand the boundaries of the Town's Forest District and Conservation District to 

improve protections for existing contiguous forest blocks and provide increased connectivity for 

wildlife habitat. They will also expand the Village District to encompass an area of several small, 

non-conforming lots along the south end of the Bolton Valley Access Road, to provide 

regulatory relief to property owners in that neighborhood who may want to expand homes or 

accessory structures. The two maps enclosed show the current proposed land use map, and the 

proposed “proposed land use” map showing boundary changes. 

 

Consistency with the goals established in Section 4302: 

The purpose of these changes is consistent with 24 V.S.A. §4302(c)6, which states in part: 

(C) Vermont's forestlands should be managed so as to maintain and improve forest blocks and 

habitat connectors. 

The proposed expansion of the Village District boundaries is consistent with the following goals, 

as articulated in with 24 V.S.A. §4302(c)1.a: 

(A) Intensive residential development should be encouraged primarily in areas related to 

community centers, and strip development along highways should be discouraged. 
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Description and Findings Concerning the Proposed “Proposed Land Use” Amendments 

The proposed amendments have been considered by the Planning Commission for their 

consistency with the text, goals, and objectives of the adopted 2017 Bolton Town Plan. For each 

of the amendments, the Commission has addressed the following impacts, as enumerated 

under 24 VSA §4384(c): 

 

1. The probable impact on the surrounding area, including the effect of any resulting increase in 

traffic, and the probable impact on the overall pattern of land use. 

The proposed amendments to the “Proposed Land Use” map in the Town Plan will have little 

impact on the surrounding area. The expansion of the Forest District mostly reflects recent 

State acquisitions of land in Bolton. The expansion of the Conservation district occurs in 

undeveloped or undevelopable areas with steep slopes or areas that have been recently 

acquired by the State. While these amendments could potentially restrict future development 

on these lots, it is unlikely due to their topography and preexisting constraints. These 

amendments will not result in an increase in traffic. In total, these amendments were drafted 

with the desire to increase wildlife habitat protection and connectivity. The probable impact on 

the surrounding area will likely be healthier ecosystems and the benefits of such. 

 

2. The long-term cost or benefit to the municipality, based upon consideration of the probable 

impact on: (A) the municipal tax base; (B) and the need for public facilities. 

These amendments will have no or nominal effect on the municipal tax base. Moving several 

parcels from the Forest or Rural ll districts to the Conservation and Forest districts could 

potentially restrict future development opportunities due to increased restrictions on 

developing these lots. However, due to steep topography (most are at a 25% grade, or higher), 

and existing permanent conservation restrictions, most of these lots are already somewhat or 

severely constrained from future development. 

This effect will be somewhat counterbalanced by redistricting 21 parcels along the south end of 

the Bolton Valley Access Road from Rural l or Rural ll to the Village district. Reducing the 

current regulatory restrictions (setbacks, lot size and frontage) for these pre-existing non-

conforming small lots may result in increased opportunities for property owners to build 

additions, building units or accessory structures to their lots, which will eventually increase 

these properties' taxable value on the Grand List. 

These amendments will have no effect on any specific proposals for any planned community 

facilities; no new community facilities are planned to be constructed in Bolton in the near 

future. 
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3. The amount of vacant land which is:(A) already subject to the proposed new designation; 

and(B) actually available for that purpose, and the need for additional land for that purpose. 

As noted above, redistricting 5 lots totaling approximately 1,040 acres from Rural 1 and Rural 2 

Districts to Forest District, and 7 lots totaling approximately 1,530 acres from Forest District to 

Conservation District, will have a limited effect on these vacant lands due to existing long-term 

and/or permanent conservation restrictions on the parcels in question, generally steep 

topography and lack of road access. These factors limit development potential, in light of 

significant restrictions in the Bolton Land Use and Development Regulations on that basis.  

Redistricting 21 small lots totaling approximately 63 acres from Rural 1 to the Village District 

will increase the development potential for lands already appropriate for Village-scale 

residential development. 

 

4. The suitability of the area in question for the proposed purpose, after consideration of:  (A) 

appropriate alternative locations; (B) alternative uses for the area under consideration; and (C) 

the probable impact of the proposed change on other areas similarly designated. 

(a) Bolton's geography offers limited alternatives for uses other than what is already permitted 

in each district whose boundaries are proposed to be changed, given its generally steep 

topography.  Also, the development opportunities within most of the Village district are heavily 

constrained by the restrictions of the Flood Hazard Zone, which overlays most of the existing 

Village district. 

(b) There are few feasible alternative uses for the 12 lots proposed for redistricting from 

residential to Forest or Conservation district, given the steep topography, lack of road access, 

and permanent conservation restrictions on these parcels. The 21 properties which would be 

redistricted to the Village District are primarily in residential use today (mostly single family 

dwellings), with limited opportunities for expansion or permitting new construction, 

constrained primarily by their small lot size. 

(c) Given existing constraints on permitted and conditional uses in the Forest and Conservation 

districts under current regulations, there is no impact on other properties in those districts of 

adding additional parcels, other than reinforcing and protecting existing forest blocks and 

contiguous wildlife habitat. Because the existing (and proposed) Village District is largely built 

to capacity for single family dwellings, and because the low-lying areas of the Village are subject 

to periodic flooding, the redistricting is unlikely to have a significant impact on other parts of 

the Village district, as currently configured. 
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5. The appropriateness of the size and boundaries of the area proposed for change, with respect 

to the area required for the proposed use, land capability and existing development in the area. 

Bolton is known to contain some of the largest intact tracts of upland and mixed forest and 

prime wildlife habitat remaining in Chittenden County. The Bolton Planning Commission 

solicited input from the Town's Conservation Commission and the Vermont Agency of Natural 

Resources' Dept. of Fish and Wildlife's lead wildlife biologist to determine its priorities for 

protecting contiguous forest blocks and prime habitats and connectivity for wildlife. We also 

consulted with planning staff from the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission to 

determine existing blocks of conserved land adjacent to the Forest and Conservation Districts, 

to set the proposed new boundaries for these districts. 

The proposed revised district boundaries for these 12 mostly undeveloped lots were 

established with the goal of expanding permanent protection for the Town's natural resources. 

These district boundary changes reflect a modest increase in Bolton's inventory of conserved 

lands, due to existing conservation restrictions on most of these parcels. The proposed changes 

would increase the area of the Forest District by about 1,040 acres (18%). The area of the 

Conservation District would grow by about 1,530 acres (26%). 

The proposed “proposed” redistricting of 21 properties to join the Village District was largely 

the initiative of the Development Review Board, who found it difficult to explain to property 

owners in that neighborhood why the town's development regulations severely restrict even 

modest projects to add living space or storage to their homes. While the addition of 63 acres to 

the existing Village District does represent a sizeable increase in its area (by about 50%), it will 

not change the existing density or rural character of the neighborhoods in that part of town. 

 

 

 


